Let's Work Together!
Hey there! I am Maristella Bertram.

Organizing is my passion, but I understand if it’s not yours. I am here to help. I invite you to
imagine the many possibilities your home holds.
Many reasons bring clutter and disorganization into our lives. No matter what those reasons
might be, I can show you the way out.
Organization, cleanliness, energy balance, and design are the four dimensions to reclaim your
space. These four dimensions build upon each other to create a home that helps you live your
best life and attain your goals. Organization happens to be the foundation upon which
everything else occurs.
Addressing these four aspects in your space is how you make a home truly and uniquely yours.
A home that is in alignment with you supports your efforts and goals and becomes a true
refuge from the stress of everyday life. You might start seeing life in a different way.
Enjoy the flow, the bliss, and the power that comes with a home that nourishes
and delights you. This is a home you do not want to leave. I invite you to fall in
love with your home again.
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What Is This Domestic Plan?
This Domestic Plan is a proposed list of things we would ideally accomplish consistently, year
after year, to better care for our homes, our possessions, our families, and ourselves. These are
the little things that make the difference between feeling in control of your life or feeling that
life and its commitments overrun us. This is what is at the core of effective household
management.
Many of the tasks included in this plan you probably have already done, thought of, or knew
should happen. But the truth is we forget about them or think we are too busy to be bothered
by them.
This plan should serve you as the starting point to prepare your own. Your plan will be as
unique as your household. However, some things are basic enough to be included in everyone's
plan.
Some tasks included here might seem unimportant. These are the things we tend to ignore or
forget about, and when neglected, these quickly add up and make you feel out of control.
Preparing a plan is the first step to consistently accomplish all the chores that will keep the
household functioning at its best. And accomplishing these tasks will feed your life with big and
little wins every day - the kind of feeling associated with emotional wellbeing.
Planning and scheduling these chores eliminates the need to remember them. That is key for the
consistent completion of these tasks. When this is achieved, you will be successfully managing
your household without even thinking of it.
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Domestic Plan
*Consider a fire-proof, water-proof safe box to keep:
An external hard drive where you have backed up pictures and family videos
Disability insurance policies
Life insurance policies
Home insurance policy
Automobile titles or lease paperwork
Passports
Investments / Trusts paperwork
Copy of driver licenses
Copies of credit cards
Marriage license
Birth certificates
Social security cards
Wills
Other important certificates like religious, military, etc.
WEEKLY TASKS
Cleaning the home (general cleaning)
Prepare weekly medicines and supplements for everyone in the household
Plan weekly menus
Clean refrigerator and freezer
Plan grocery shopping (according to weekly menus created)
Grocery shopping / putting everything away (wash, cut, re-containerize)
Do the laundry (complete the whole process!)
Thoroughly wash your pets' dishes (both food and water)
Water plants
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MONTHLY TASKS
Cleaning
Clean garbage disposal
Clean dishwasher (inside and filter)
Clean washing machine (use the auto-clean cycle for the inside / clean filter)
Self-clean oven
Clean the filter, the brush, and the container of each vacuum cleaner
Vacuum dryer’s lint compartment (This is a fire hazard!)
Clean windows, inside and out
Clean baseboards, crown molding, doors, door frames, and light switches
Dust fan blades
Dust a/c and extractor vents
Dust all blinds
Dust/mop under and behind furniture rarely moved
Wash blankets, comforters, shams, and other bedding not frequently washed
Home Safety
Check that each room has a working flashlight with fresh batteries
Ensure every area of the home has a fire extinguisher in working order
Test smoke, fire, and CO2 alarms
Prepare/update a chart for at-home childcare and pet sitting (weight/height, blood type, allergies,
meds/ supplements taken, emergency contacts, home equipment operation instructions, alarm codes,
children’s routines, doctor, dentist, ER, and vet info., mobile numbers. Include pet-related information
and how to handle emergencies)
Pets
Wash pets’ beds and clean sleeping areas, kennels, cages, etc.
Groom your pets (bathe, clip nails, etc.)
Give pets monthly medications
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Domestic Plan
MONTHLY TASKS
Home & Car Maintenance
Oil all squeaky door hinges
Wash car / replenish fluids
Lubricate garage doors
Financial
Payments to credit cards, subscriptions, and other accounts (consider automating this task)
Review household budget and savings plans
Medical
Prepare /update your family medical history with medications /supplements, diagnosis, surgeries,
etc. If you do not have such a document, make a list of everyone's past and present conditions,
medications, supplements taken, surgeries, blood type, weight, height. Each time someone goes to
the doctor, print an updated copy to take to the appointment - a great tool to fill out those long
medical questionnaires
Miscellaneous
Back up iPhone information, especially the contacts
Download pictures in phone and other electronics into an external drive or use a cloud backup
Charge electric toothbrushes (only need to do this once a month)
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Domestic Plan
MONTH-SPECIFIC TASKS
JANUARY
Clean fireplace
Replace a/c filters
Make an annual plan (calendar known and recurrent activities such as birthdays & anniversaries)
Contract domestic services needed through the year like house cleaning, yard/pool maintenance,
poop scooping, pet grooming, etc.
Make routine doctor and dentist appointments for all household members
Make annual check-up appointments for pets at the vet - Ensure shots are up-to-date
Update emergency documents with contact information and procedures - Do not forget pet
provisions
Discard expired meds and supplements (don’t forget topical meds and first-aid kits)
Reorganize electronic files
Reorganize hard files
FEBRUARY
Schedule spring service for a/c unit
Schedule water heater service (if applicable)
Plan the kids’ summer activities
MARCH
Update all clocks when the time changes (home thermostat, children’s clocks, alarms, cars)
Change the batteries on smoke, fire, and CO2 alarms
Replace toothbrushes and electric toothbrush heads (should be replaced every 3 months)
Replace a/c filters
Close chimney flue
Clean fireplace
Fertilize plants / Apply new mulch to flowerbeds
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Domestic Plan
APRIL
Determine house maintenance projects needed and plan for these by placing them on the calendar
MAY
Plan for graduation gifts, cards, and/or receptions
JUNE
Replace toothbrushes and electric toothbrush heads
Replace a/c filters
JULY
Schedule home equipment maintenance services (ex. water filtration system, a/c duct cleaning and
summer maintenance, water heater)
AUGUST
Get everyone back to school-ready (get bags and lunchboxes, materials, clothes/uniforms, prepare
study areas, get back on a sleeping routine)
SEPTEMBER
Get flu shots
Replace toothbrushes and electric toothbrush heads
Hire a pro to deep clean and verify chimney status
Apply new mulch to flower beds
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OCTOBER
Open chimney flue
Clean fireplace/prepare for Winter
Replace a/c filters
Update all clocks when the time changes (home thermostat, children’s clocks, alarms, cars)
Don’t forget your children’s clocks, alarms, and cars!
Prepare for the holidays (plan gifts, reorganize, repair, décor home)
Check holiday decoration and purge what is no longer wanted or does not work
Make a list of cards to send and gifts to buy, and plan the tasks associated with these things
Plan get-togethers or parties
Don’t forget the Halloween candy!
NOVEMBER
Schedule home equipment maintenance services (ex. water filtration system, a/c duct cleaning, and
winter maintenance, water heater)
Get those holiday gifts and start wrapping
Accomplish tasks as part of the holidays' preparation (gifts, cards, groceries, party planning, home
repairs, organization, and décor)
DECEMBER
Replace toothbrushes and electric toothbrush heads
Clean fireplace
Preapre your annual planner for the new year (Incorporate monthly and weekly tasks
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